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ABSTRACT
While in clear-cut situations automated analytical solution for data streams are already in place, only few visual approaches
have been proposed in the literature for exploratory analysis tasks on dynamic information. However, due to the competitive
or security-related advantages that real-time information gives in domains such as finance, business or networking, we are
convinced that there is a need for exploratory visualization tools for data streams. Under the conditions that new events have
higher relevance and that smooth transitions enable traceability of items, we propose a novel dynamic stream visualization
called StreamSqueeze. In this technique the degree of interest of recent items is expressed through an increase in size
and thus recent events can be shown with more details. The technique has two main benefits: First, the layout algorithm
arranges items in several lists of various sizes and optimizes the positions within each list so that the transition of an item
from one list to the other triggers least visual changes. Second, the animation scheme ensures that for 50 percent of the
time an item has a static screen position where reading is most effective and then continuously shrinks and moves to the
its next static position in the subsequent list. To demonstrate the capability of our technique, we apply it to large and
high-frequency news and syslog streams and show how it maintains optimal stability of the layout under the conditions
given above.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today, many application fields deal with dynamic information streams for which a real-time analysis becomes a critical
success factor. While purely analytical solutions are possible for well-defined problems, such as an alert in a security
system or an automatic sale in a stock trading application, explorative analysis tasks, such as following hot topics in a news
stream, could better be solved with visualization tools in which the user stays in the analysis loop.
Despite the fact that the problem of visualizing dynamic information streams has been identified as a major challenge
for some years (e.g. in1 ), only little research has been conducted on the topic in the visualization community as we show in
the related work section of this paper. In our opinion, this is mainly due to the two facts that 1) information streams are hard
to deal with from a data management perspective and 2) dynamic information representation is a very challenging research
issue from the visualization perspective. The first aspect is particularly challenging for visualization researchers, since the
technical aspects of data streams involve recent issues, e.g. integrating dynamic data sources, novel database technology,
still emerging querying languages, and high costs of the overall technical infrastructure.2 While classical animation is very
convincing for presentation purposes, it fails for analytics tasks in which several items need to be followed at once.3 To
that end, we believe that in order to solve this difficult problem we need to move to hybrid approaches using static item
positions for better readability of text labels and smooth transitions of items to facilitate their traceability when making
space for new and updated information.
In this paper we present a novel screen-filling visualization technique for analyzing dynamic information streams in or
close to real-time. Our visualization concept builds upon two basic conditions:
• C1: New events in the data stream have higher relevance due to their more recent nature.
• C2: Smooth transitions enable traceability of items on the screen.
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By taking the first condition into account, the proposed layout algorithm arranges items in several lists of various
size on the screen and optimizes the positions within each list so that the transition of an item from one list to the other
triggers least visual changes. As a consequence of the second condition, our animation scheme ensures that during a screen
update 50 percent of items in each list stay at static positions where reading is most effective while the remaining items
continuously shrink and move to the adjacent screen position in the subsequent list.
In this paper, we show that our approach has several favorable properties: 1) recent items appear larger and can thus be
shown with more details, 2) scalability due to the screen-filling nature of the approach and 3) local changes and continuous
animation allow tracking of items. Besides showing these properties, we demonstrate the usage of our technique on large
real-world streams in the domains of news and system log monitoring.

2. RELATED WORK
Although challenges in visualization of streaming data have been around for several years,4 the community is still lacking
systematic research in this area. The data streaming domain proves to be a difficult one, since the decisions that are made in
visual analytics and information visualization design workflow are application- and data-dependent, more importantly, the
individual data items arrive continuously in multiple, rapid, time-varying, possibly unpredictable and unbounded streams.5
These dynamic, transient, and high-volume properties put strong constraints for creating effective visualizations.6
In the next few paragraphs, we briefly discuss related work in the fields of network security and text stream analysis
since these closely link to the application section of our paper. In addition to that we also consider relevant information
visualization research for time series analysis.
In7 Best et al. described a system for real-time visual analytics of network activity. The visual analysis component of
the system is based on LiveRac,8 a tool for visual exploration of system management time-series data. Monitoring alerts
on the computer network in a radial visualization layout is described in SpiralView.9 MieLog10 is another tool to explore
system logs and to enhance the interpretation of such textual messages by using visualization.
Online text streams represent a very challenging domain, because the unstructured nature of data requires expertise
in different areas of research. In the domain of text streams and document collection visualization, the research has been
mainly conducted with historic datasets, although some approaches that use online algorithms and incremental visualizations exist. However, the term text streams is used in publications in different contexts, i.e. to describe sequences of data
items that are temporally ordered, or data streams that are processed online.
A well known approach for term trend visualization in a collection of documents is ThemeRiver.11 The drawback of
this technique is that the layout has to be recalculated every time new data is added in order to have an optimal visualization.
Legibility of the visualization significantly decreases when the rate of change in each stream is high. The visual analytics
system used for analysis of document collections TIARA12 extends the stacked graph visualization metaphor used in
ThemeRiver to show development of topics in collections of emails and patient records, which are represented by a sets of
keywords distributed on a time axis. A visualization technique called Thread Arcs, used to gain better insight into threads
from a collection of emails, is described in.13 Newsmap∗ uses the treemap technique to represent current aggregated
headlines retrieved from Google News† . This space-filling approach efficiently uses all available display space to display
hierarchical news data, where the number of articles belonging to the same news cluster is mapped to the size of the
rectangle, and the color is mapped to the news category. However, the technique is not incrementally updatable by default,
the layout has to be recalculated every time new data comes in, and the user has no information about the temporal
development of the aggregated news, which is an important aspect in tasks like breaking news monitoring.
Narratives14 uses line charts to visualize change of important terms over time, in the context of co-occurring terms in
weblog archives. In,15 the authors presented a visual analytics system for analysis of temporal development of news events
and event groups retrieved from broadcast news data. The main visualization component uses bubble-like representation,
which is well suited for news events that have rapidly changing dynamics. In16 the authors present an algorithm for realtime news aggregation into article threads with a dynamic visualization technique, where important article threads are
shown aligned on a time axis to give insight into their temporal development. The importance measure takes into account
different parameters, such as recency, duration of a thread, and its size. The approach is used in a data-streaming scenario,
∗ http://marumushi.com/projects/newsmap
† http://news.google.com/
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(a) Update schema of StreamSqueeze: When a new item is added to
list0 , the oldest item with smallest index of this list is moved to the
next list. Each of the moved items make space for the one from the
previous list.
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(b) Item positioning scheme shown for list2 with a binary tree:
Given the alternating updates of items in list1 , the changes in
list2 should occur in the same row under the condition that after
four updates every item in list2 has been updated.

Figure 1. Update and positioning scheme of the StreamSqueeze visualization.

but does not solve the problem of overlapping of large number of multiple time series. Hetzler et al.17 visualize the
incremental change in collection of documents which are projected in 2D plane by highlighting new (fresh) and old (stale)
documents.
Time series visualization has been an extensively researched area in the visualization community. An overview of
visual methods can be found in.18 Other techniques include pixel visualization for time series in circle segments,19 time
series bitmaps used for working with large time-series databases,20 multi-resolution techniques for large time series,21 and
importance-driven layouts for time series.22 In,3 the authors compare different techniques for visualization of multiple
time series. They perform a user study in which they compare line graphs, small multiples, horizon graphs and their own
approach using space management, space per series, identity, baseline and visual clutter as evaluation criteria. In,23 Kincaid
applied lens distortion to employ a focus-plus-context technique on very long electronic time series. Furthermore, the work
of Xie et al.24 focused on condensing time windows with small or no changes and thus to only visualize significant changes
of the data stream. Animation is also commonly used to make transitions between static data graphics that represent
different time slices. In these cases, the transitions are done between common statistical graphics, such as scatter plots,
bar charts or pie charts. More details about possible transitions can be found in the taxonomy presented in.25 A prominent
example showing transitions is the Gapminder website‡ .

3. STREAMSQUEEZE
This section details our novel continuous space-filling visualization technique StreamSqueeze. To incorporate that recent
events have higher relevance (condition C1) into our visualization scheme, we came up with the technique shown in
Figure 1(a). In this case, the latest information item is displayed in large. Each subsequent list then contains twice as many
items, which are scaled down accordingly.
Updating the visualization is a key aspect for analysis of events in dynamic information streams. For this particular
visualization, this means that, as soon as a new item comes in, we remove the oldest one of the list, place it in the next
column, and repeat this procedure over all columns shown on the screen as shown by the red arrows in Figure 1(a). The
red arrows show one update sequence replacing item14 with a new one, item12 with item14 , item8 with item12 and item0
with item8 . Note that the gray arrows show the update sequence for the next update.

3.1 Layout Function
Given the StreamSqueeze update schema, the horizontal positioning, or in other words the assignment of each item to a
list, is trivial to compute based on the age order of the events, in which a = 0 marks the latest event and a = 2|lists| − 2 the
oldest displayed event:
list(a) = dlog2 (a + 1)e
(1)
‡ http://www.gapminder.org/

Figure 2. StreamSqueeze is a visualization technique for dynamic event data that 1) assigns more screen space to the latest events, 2)
allows for better readability due to partially fixed text positions and 3) fosters traceability through animation and predictable positions
(the events move from the leftmost column to right).

As an example, after item 12 is replaced by 14 as shown in Figure 1(a), its new age is a = 3 since there are three more
recent events currently displayed and it is thus assigned to list2 .
Since we aim for smooth transitions rather than abrupt positional changes to enable traceability of items (C2) when
moving an item from one list to the next one, we need to ensure that the item’s positions before and after its update are
adjacent. To achieve this, the vertical alignment function for placing the items within each list is based on a lookup of the
index value modulo the size of the target list in a binary tree containing all values from 0 to 2i , where i is the list id. Each
time the binary tree is traversed to the right, we add 2l , where l is the next level of the tree, as illustrated in Figure 1(b).
The array (0,2,1,3) determines the positions of items 8 to 11 as shown in Figure 1(b). When the new item 12 arrives we
need to remove item 8.
Given the above presented horizontal and vertical placement schemes, we can guarantee that after a new item is added,
the position of an item either stays the same or it is moved to an adjacent screen position in the subsequent list. In the latter
case, the moved item is scaled down by a factor of two. Since only the screen position of one item per list is changed, we
can guarantee that this visualization technique triggers least visual changes.
Note that for using the StreamSqueeze technique with high-frequency streams in practice, the first few lists are often
discarded as shown, for example, in Figure 2. The benefit of this is that the animated screen becomes more balanced in the
sense that not every update completely changes the first list or half of the second one.

3.2 Animation Concept and Age Hints
As stated in condition C2 in the introduction, we assume that traceability can be achieved by smoothly moving items from
one list to the next. However, in order to do this, we need to sacrifice the static positions of the items within a list at least
to a certain degree.
In the first half of their lifetime within a column, the items’ positions stay constant on the screen for better readability
and easier interaction. The animation concept starts moving items out of the list once 50 percent of the list’s items are
added more recently than the considered item. The size of the item in the old list thus gives the user an indication of its
forthcoming movement with the next update. Note that setting another percentage is possible, but low values result in fast
movements that unnecessarily attract user attention and high values compromise the static text positioning.

Figure 2 illustrates how, for example the light green items in the center are smoothly moved out of the 2nd list into the
third one. Note that the animation of the brown item in the center into the right 4th list starts earlier than its movement
out of the 3rd list. This is due to the fact that items in this list move only half as fast as in the middle one. Since the
last list contains more items than all previous columns together and since we only want to show one item at a continuous
screen position, we refrain from animating all items of a column at once. Note that the items of one list contain several
timestamps, there are several options of displaying the covered time range underneath each column, such as the first, last
or median timestamp of the items. For the above referenced figure, we decided that the median is a good representation
since it reduces the likelihood of identical timestamps next to each other when displaying labels of the full range. However,
depending on the application scenario, the timestamp of the first or last item or the covered time could also reveal important
real-time aspects of the data to the analyst.
Since many of the news headlines had identical timestamps, we added some time base jitter to make changes more
traceable rather than adding many items at once. For demonstration purposes, we also artificially increased the speed of
the news.

4. FINE-TUNING STREAMSQUEEZE
This section describes how we fine-tune the visualization technique. While the technique itself consists of a layout scheme
and an animation concept, we introduce a number of possible variations of the layout scheme, several coloring schemes
and an interaction concept to effectively support special-purpose analysis tasks.

4.1 Variations of StreamSqueeze
While we have shown that the proposed layout scheme introduces least visual changes under the given assumptions, this
scheme completely blocks the visual position variables for other purposes. For many temporal visualizations, however, the
x position is used to express the detailed temporal aspects of the shown items. While this can create overlap, it enables
analysis tasks that are linked to interval-scaled aspects of time, which is not possible in our proposed layout. As an
alternative layout, we therefore offer the option to sort certain lists of StreamSqueeze according to the temporal order of
its contained items, which turns the temporal aspects into an ordered scale. As an example, this could be useful when
monitoring stock trades since the temporal order of trades much defines future stock prices. A more complex option would
be to introduce empty items into the screen to better express interval-scaled aspects of the sorted lists, which we will not
investigate in this paper.
Analog to this temporal ordering, we also offer sorting based on metadata attributes, such as news categories or server
names in the application examples in Section 5. This has the advantage, that it is possible to estimate the number of items
in each category over the stream’s history shown on the screen. Even with small item sizes, the combination of coloring
and ordering can foster such insights.
In general, however, a major drawback of such sorted lists is that this destroys both the guarantee of least visual changes
under the assumptions as well as the animation concept since it is likely to happen that an item from one list is moved to
a non-adjacent screen position in the subsequent list. Note that the latter is even the case when two subsequent lists are
sorted according to metadata categories since it is not guaranteed that the proportions of items of the lists stay constant
over time. Since it is therefore not possible any more to animated items from one list into the other in the sorted layout, we
use a light version of the item’s color to give a hint of age and movement behavior to the users as shown in Figure 3.

4.2 Coloring Strategies
Coloring is a very powerful way to visually group items, which semantically belong together. In our concrete case, we
color news items with identical categories or syslog messages from identical servers with the same color. In these cases,
we restrict ourselves to 12 qualitative colors as suggested by the online application ColorBrewer.26 Depending on the
requirements of the interaction, red is reserved for marking moving items on the screen.
If the number of categories exceeds this threshold of twelve, we need to overcome a technical and perceptual issue.
The simplest solution would be to reuse colors, which can result in misinterpretation. Note that the sorted layout variation
is more suitable for such reassignments since sorting the categories for the layout reduces the likelihood that identically
colored categories end up next to each other in the layout. This would only be the case if the eleven categories between
them in the sorting order are missing in that particular list.

Figure 3. StreamSqueeze with sorting of the last three lists applied for crisis news monitoring. The six news categories are: North Korea,
Militant Islam, G20, Man-made Disasters, Conflict, and EU Budget. The legend for color mapping is shown in the bottom row.

Our current solution overcomes the problem in a different manner by keeping counters for the number of items in each
category and assigning a unique color to the twelve biggest categories. Items of all other categories will be drawn with
gray background.
A drawback of this approach can be that there will be alternating assignments of gray and the least frequent color to
two different categories resulting in a distracting unstable coloring scheme. However, this can be overcome by setting a
threshold for reassigning the twelve colors, which is a value above the number of items in the least frequent colored class.
For example, the least frequent colored category “politics” has 27 items, but will not be replaced by the still gray category
“health” with 28 items since the threshold value is set to 33. Furthermore, we protocol the minimum age for each coloring
class so that we can reduce the risk of alternating color assignments for the small classes.

4.3 Interaction Concept
StreamSqueeze is meant as an interactive visualization technique, in which the user can mark certain items in the screen,
pause and resume the stream. While clicking moving objects is a challenge in itself, our proposed visualization technique
has the favorable property that larger items in the earlier lists, which are essentially easier to click move faster than smaller
items, which are harder to mark. This counterbalances the difficulties of user interaction with moving objects at least to
some degree.
Another usage of the stream visualization is pausing and resuming of the streaming visualization in order to investigate
certain items in detail. While pausing is easy to implement, resuming becomes a lot more difficult since the user often
needs to understand what has happened in the meantime. Our current solution to this is that after resuming we speed up
the paused items with a user defined constant until the real-time end of the stream is reached.

5. CASE STUDIES
In this section we demonstrate our technique in two different application domains: a news data stream and a syslog stream.
The performance of the presented data streaming visualization technique in real-world environment depends on three
important factors: First, the frequency of incoming events, second the number of monitored categories, and third the level
of detail for each event.
There is an obvious trade-off that has to be made between these factors, which depends on the application and the task.
For example, if the frequency of incoming event data is very high, the level of detail that can be comprehended by the user

in a monitoring scenario will be quite low. However, if it is necessary to show the content of the latest events in higher
detail, the data stream might have to be filtered and/or throttled down to accommodate the user preferences. Additionally,
the performance of the technique depends on external factors, such as available screen size and resolution. For the given
two streams we removed the first columns of the visualization in order to cope with these high-frequency streams.

5.1 StreamSqueeze for News Monitoring
We have deployed the algorithm to work with an online news streaming system that was described in27 in two different
monitoring scenarios. This streaming system processes 80,000 to 100,000 articles per day from around 4,000 news sources
in 43 languages. The data items contain various metadata that were extracted from the news reports, such as named entities,
categories, url, country, and geo-location. In our first case, we have selected six news categories that would be considered
important for the analyst in a news monitoring scenario: Man-made Disasters, North Korea, Conflict, EU Budget, Militant
Islam, and G20. The user should be aware of any abrupt changes that could arise in real-time, and in this case the tool
serves as an alerting system that can offer focus on the latest events, and provides additional details on demand. At the
same time, these rapid changes that occur in the present have to be put into context of the development of events in this
and all the other categories of interest in the past. Figure 3 shows a snapshot of the tool in which we are using the sorted
variation of StreamSqueeze for the leftmost three lists. In this case, the items are sorted according to their news category,
which is encoded by color.
The news data items are enriched with various meta-information that should be available to the user, either immediately
or on demand. In order to allow the user to observe and interact with any of the items in the stream, the change of
item’s position should be kept minimal, which is in concordance with our algorithm’s criterion of least visual changes.
Additionally, the user can decide if the first columns, which can contain only 1, 2, or 4 events, should be kept or discarded
from the visualization. Since the recent items appear larger than the old ones, they can be shown in more detail for quick
inspection. Depending on the display size, the resolution, and the number of events in a single column, we can choose
which metadata should be provided in the available item design space. We use the headline, but we could also use the
tags that describe the article, or the named entities appearing in the news. An alternative would be to render the text in
these lists significantly larger in relation to the available space. As an article shifts into the past, we limit the amount of
information that can be presented in the display object, and we can use only the available named entities that are mentioned
in the article, so that the user can get a brief idea about the individual news content.
Since the news aggregator gathers data from a large number of news websites, very often these different sources publish
news articles that report on the same real-world event. The bigger the event, the more sources will report on it in a shorter
period of time, and visual clustering occurs, where items of the same category next to each other are related (locality of
events). The drawback of our layout sorting technique and the visual clustering it provides is that it strongly depends on
the generality of the category.
In our second example (Figure 4) we do not filter the stream or restrict ourselves to the six pre-selected categories. The
tool is set to monitor eleven categories that are most frequent in the stream. The advantage of this approach is that these
most frequent categories will always stand out, and if the breaking event happens, we would immediately be able to see
the context of the event within the category and its recent past behavior. Similarly to the first example, the category labels
are placed in the bottom of the screen. As shown in the figure, the temporal sorting indicates if it is continuously reported
on certain categories or if bursty events with a compact temporal extent occur such as the dark blue pattern in the last list
indicating a story that was simultaneously reported on in the “Vietnam” category. Note that the imperfections of the sorting
as shown by the step patterns in lighter colors relate to identical timestamps. In such cases, jitter is added for making the
animation smoother, but the original timestamps are kept for sorting the data.

5.2 StreamSqueeze for SysLog
The ability of the StreamSqueeze algorithm to provide a visual overview of the most recent events in real-time streams
makes it extremely useful for monitoring situations. One area where monitoring is often one of the core operational tasks
is system administration. To be aware of emerging problems, security threats, anomalies, track the current usage or to
investigate problems system administrators often need to take a look at log files in real-time. In most networks there is a
central logging server in place which receives and collects all those generated system log events. In UNIX environments
the so-called syslog protocol provides the ability to implement such remote logging capabilities.

Figure 4. StreamSqueeze applied on top 11 news categories. Less frequent news categories were colored in gray. Temporal sorting of
the last four lists reveals information about the temporal extent of news topics as seen on the compact dark blue topic in the “Vietnam”
category.

We integrated the visualization into a visual analytics software for system log events, which is used by system administrators in our working group to access syslog data. In peak times the system receives around 100,000 events per hour. To
be able to follow such high frequency streams, the application is able to filter the events in different ways to show only a
limited set of servers or services, or even based on a scoring threshold to focus on very uncommon events. In the left area
of the software (Figure 5) there are different filters applied to the current real-time stream. On the right (color window) the
user is able to change the used colormap.
The traditional way on UNIX systems for investigating log files in real-time is to execute the “tail -f” command. This
often used tool monitors textual log files and prints the most recent lines to the screen. From a user’s perspective this works
pretty well for low-frequency streams. If you have high frequency streams, it is pretty hard to follow individual events,
because of the limited numbers of lines which can be displayed at once. When the system administrator is interested in
messages from several servers each having a very different number of events, it is hard to spot those events from servers
only producing few messages occasionally.
In the center of Figure 5 you can see an implementation of the StreamSqueeze algorithm utilizing a sorted layout for the
four rightmost columns without text labels in exactly such a situation: Few servers are producing many events (orange, blue
and purple colored events), while others (e.g, violet events) produce significantly less messages. The colors are mapped to
the different servers to distinguish their events. As a result of our grouping schema the visibility of those low frequency
servers is still maintained. The visualization is updated in real-time as soon as new events are collected by the logging
server. Because of the concept that later columns have more rows, it is hard to pick and select those events for further
exploration. But the concept of having more rows is important, because otherwise the user will not be able to interact and
explore with the visualization due to rapid updates and changes. By increasing the number of rows an individual event will
remain longer in the column and this gives the analyst more time to investigate this particular event.

6. DISCUSSION
6.1 Assessment of StreamSqueeze
The first and obvious advantage of the StreamSqueeze technique is that space is made for new information to be displayed
in a dynamic usage scenarios. In particular, recent items always appear at the same column, in which the items can be
depicted larger and with more details.

Figure 5. Event Visualizer using the StreamSqueeze visualization to enhance real-time monitoring for syslog messages. Distinct color
are used to indicate which host created the respective log events. Details for the event marked in red are shown on the right.

Second, while other streaming techniques render items with either constant size or employ aggregation concepts, the
screen-filling nature and continuous adaptation of the shown details according to the items’ relative age make the technique
scalable. In the example shown in this paper the number of displayed items ranges from 124 to 508. However, the
visualization scheme can be extended in a straight forward way to show 2047 items (1024 items of 1 pixel height in the
last column). Using an adapted version with several columns containing an equal number of items at the end can push this
limit even further.
Third, local changes and continuous animation allow tracking of items on the screen across subsequent lists. Since
the original layout of StreamSqueeze always moves an item into one of the two adjacent positions in the next list, we
can guarantee that an update only triggers positional changes of one item per list and that these changes are all grouped
in the horizontal row starting at the largest item in the first list and ranging to the last list. Therefore, we can claim that
when discarding the animation concept, our visualization technique triggers least visual changes to the layout, which are
horizontally grouped rather than scattered over the whole screen. Of course, this only holds under the assumption that we
need to shift one item per list with each update.
While the animation concept of StreamSqueeze relaxes the condition of least visual changes to the screen, but give
more support to enable traceability of items across the lists by continuously moving items.
One drawback of StreamSqueeze is that changing size, proportions and sometimes even removing text labels of the
items when moving them from one list to the other do not allow for easy recognition of items. However, the screen position
of each item canonically defines its previous positions in the lists with less items. Furthermore, interactive hints when
hovering the mouse over an item without a text label shows more details and keeping a consistent color coding of the items
supports recognition of an item to some degree.
In contrast to classical temporal visualization techniques, StreamSqueeze boldly substitutes the interval-scaled aspect
of each item by a rough binning based on the logarithmically-scaled temporal order of the streamed events. For each such
bin, represented by a list on the screen, only one timestamp is shown. However, visual hints such as partly moved items or
items partly drawn with a white overlay compensate for this rigorous design decision.

6.2 Assessment of Variations, Coloring and Interaction
In Section 4, we presented variations of the previously proposed layout scheme, which is inherent to StreamSqueeze.
Optimizing this layout scheme for special purposes therefore triggers many changes to the overall visualization concept.
However, some usage scenarios significantly benefit from the sorting options, especially in the columns representing older
events. Since the items of these columns are rendered so small that we cannot show text labels any more, we have less
motivation to make them stay at constant screen position throughout their lifetime within that column. Major benefits of
such a sorting on either the temporal aspects or the metadata assigned to these columns enables analysis tasks related to
pattern detection in the frequency or the sequence of events through their colored representations.
However, a sorting destroys the original animation concept that draws part of the older items of a list in their adjacent
future screen position within the next list. In such cases, an opaque white overlay indicates when the item is going to be
moved out of the list.
Since coloring is an important aspect for recognition of items and for their visual grouping, we defined a constant color
for each event category. Since the employed 12 color quantitative scale from ColorBrewer26 is quite limiting, we decided
to draw the remaining categories in gray. In many cases, the red color from this scale is reserved for interactive marking
purposes.
In general, interaction with moving items on a high-frequency screen is quite challenging. Due to the fact that largely
drawn recent items change their screen positions quicker than older ones, the increase in size makes these fast moving
items easier to mark. In contrast, slowly moving items are drawn considerably smaller in size.

6.3 Comparison with other techniques
It is not easy to compare existing techniques to StreamSqueeze. This is due to the specific nature of our technique, and to
the task for which it was designed for.
Most streaming techniques do not treat latest data differently than the data from the past, and this is the major difference
between StreamSqueeze and the others. Only the Article Threads algorithm16 treats recent data as important, keeps it
displayed in the visualization. ThemeRiver11 and EventRiver15 are not very well suitable for maintaining layout stability,
since the layout algorithms require that the visualization has to be recalculated once the new data comes in, and this would
disrupt the positioning of the streams. With respect to locally restraining changes to certain screen areas, both ThemeRiver
and EventRiver can handle similar streams much better than the other techniques.
When working with a data stream, the first challenge are the unbounded characteristics of the incoming data. On the
one hand, the data is unbounded by the numerical values that the variables that are monitored might have, so usually some
restrictions and assumptions have to be made during the development process. These assumptions depend on the task for
which the visual analytics tool is designed, and on the mapping of data to visual variables. In line charts, for example,
numerical values are mapped to the y-position on the corresponding time axis. If the numerical values become too high,
the layout has to be rescaled, thus making comparison of variables very hard. In general, assigning the numerical value of
a variable to position or size, which is in any other case the most desired mapping, can lead to overlapping or displacement,
thus in both cases reducing legibility.
On the other hand, data can be unbounded by the number of variables, which is the case, for example, with dynamic
text data streams, where the number of news topics cannot be known in advance. Designing a visualization that can accommodate both dynamic change of the number of variables and their numeric values still remains a challenge. Visualizing a
fixed large number of variables is another criterion where existing techniques do not perform well, except for the Horizon
Graph.28 The amount of information reflects the number of dimensions that can be encoded for one data item.
The disadvantage of our technique is that, due to the sorting and optimization requirements and the constraint to
show the fixed number of individual data items from the stream, some temporal information about the events gets lost.
Other techniques, such as ThemeRiver, EventRiver, Horizon Graph, ArticleThreads and even simple line charts clearly
outperform StreamSqueeze on this aspect. However, StreamSqueeze could be extended to use different time window
aggregates in the columns, instead of a fixed number of events, and this is a part of our future work.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Since real-time information offers valuable advantages over competitors and invaluable security-related advantages over
opponents, we believe that there is a need for visual support for exploratory analysis tasks on dynamic information streams
in many application areas. In such monitoring scenarios, it is characteristic that more relevance is assigned to recent events
and common analysis task relate to previously seen events.
In this paper we presented a novel continuous space-filling visualization technique called StreamSqueeze for visualizing
information streams taking into account the higher relevance of recent events and the need for making individual items
traceable. The main benefits our our technique are: 1) More screen space to the latest events due to their increased
relevance for monitoring tasks. 2) Partially fixed text positions on the screen results in better readability of event labels. 3)
Our technique triggers least visual changes in the event lists and only localized changes on the screen to foster traceability
in an animated real-time monitor.
To demonstrate the applicability of our approach we applied it to high-frequency real-world data streams. The first
case study detailed how the static sorted layout can be used to track topics in a large-scale online news stream. In this
scenario, it was very important to keep fast updated items in the first few columns at static positions until they move to
the columns on the right. As soon as labels became unreadable grouping of the prominent categories was more important
than maintaining their static positions. The second case study showed StreamSqueeze for monitoring log messages from a
number of different servers. Depending on the purpose and the configuration mode of the server, it might produce a lot or
just a few log messages. Despite this fact, the grouping scheme of our visualization technique maintained the visibility of
events from low-frequency servers while showing all recent server events at once.
In the future, we plan to continue our work on StreamSqueeze by extending it through an aggregation strategy to analyze
longer time periods of high-frequency streams and by conducting a user study to assess the effects that our visualization
technique has on readability and traceability in a dynamic monitoring scenario. Furthermore, we want to extend the
visualization technique through link and brush interaction to ease referencing related events in the stream.
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